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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 
 Case Overview 
 

On June 30th, 2010, Paul Ceglia (“Paul”) filed a lawsuit against Mark Zuckerberg 
(“Zuckerberg”) and Facebook, Inc. in Allegany County, NY (the “Lawsuit”) to 
enforce the terms of a contract that Paul and Zuckerberg entered into on April 28th, 
2003 (the “Contract”).  A copy of the court filing is attached as Attachment 1 – June 
30th, 2010 Filing.  Under the terms of the Contract, Paul purchased an 84% interest 
in the software, programming language and business interests of the service that 
was to become Facebook.   

 
  Paul is Facebook’s first investor and co-owner. 
 

   Objective 
 

Paul is seeking to engage a law firm to represent him in a.) immediate settlement 
negotiations and b.) the Lawsuit going forward.  Paul will be interviewing multiple 
top tier law firms.  The successful firm will demonstrate 1.) a strong desire to 
represent Paul,  2.) a commitment to developing a close working relationship with 
Paul, and 3.) a contingency based fee arrangement that is fair for both parties.  All 
firms interviewed have already demonstrated that they have the experience and 
competency to represent Paul. 

 

 Representation History 
 

Paul originally hired Paul A. Argentieri, Esq. of Hornell, NY to file suit in Allegany 
County, NY.  Mr. Argentieri has and will continue to advise Paul in the case.  Paul 
then engaged Connors & Vilardo, LLP (“C & V”) to represent him when the case 
was first removed to federal court.  C & V is a small but distinguished regional 
firm of approximately 13 lawyers in Buffalo, NY.  Paul and C & V have mutually 
agreed that because of size, complexity and commitment required of this case, a 
larger firm is necessary to properly represent Paul’s interests going forward.   
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LAWSUIT DETAILS  

 
 Current Status 
 

The Lawsuit was filed on June 30, 2010 in the Supreme Court of New York, in 
Allegany County.  Shortly thereafter, the case was removed to the Federal Court at 
the request of the defendants.  As of March 1, 2011, the case remains in the US 
District Court for the Western District of New York where it awaits a decision from 
Judge Arcara on whether the case will be remanded back to the state court.  Paul 
expects that the Judge will order a hearing on the remand issue and may allow 
limited discovery to determine domicile of Mark Zuckerberg.  Paul does not 
believe that the choice of venue will have any consequence on the resolution of the 
case.   

 

Fact Summary 
 

A detailed Proof of Facts is included as Attachment 2 – Proof of Facts.  This gives 
the background on how the parties met and explains the major facts of the 
Lawsuit.  These include: 

 
1.) An original copy of the contract exists and has been expertly verified. 
2.) During oral arguments, defendants’ counsel confirmed “Mr. 

Zuckerberg did indeed have a contract with Mr. Ceglia” and “Our 
client entered a contract with Ceglia”.  Please see Attachment 4 – Oral 
Arguments for the full transcript. 

3.) There is a witness to the signing of the contract 
4.) Paul has a copy of the check that Zuckerberg deposited in his account 

on the day the contract was signed. 
5.) Paul has copies of emails from Paul referencing and negotiating the 

terms of the contract. 
6.) In an email dated July 22, 2004, which was 7 days prior to the 

corporate formation of The Facebook, Inc., Zuckerberg offers to repay 
the $2,000 that Paul had previously paid Zuckerberg. 

 

Statute of Limitations 
 

Zuckerberg's defense team has not committed to a clear defense strategy for the 
Lawsuit. The statute of limitations defense is often anticipated as a major hurdle 
for Paul to clear. The statute of limitations for most breach of contract causes of 
action is six years from the date the contract is breached.  The contract had no term 
as it is non-durational and required Zuckerberg to a.) maintain and act as the site’s 
webmaster, b.) to pay for all domain and hosting expenses from the funds received 
under the contract, and c.) to maintain control of these services at all times.  These 
are promises of future performance within the contract.  The Second Circuit of the 
Southern District of New York has ruled and made clear that promises of future 
performance within a contract provide for the opportunity to have a series of 
breaches, each of which reset the statute clock to run anew. 
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Prior Cases 
 

There were two prior cases wherein individuals sued Mark Zuckerberg with 
similar causes of action.  Both cases were settled out of court.   
 
Eduardo Saverin invested $1,000 on January 7th, 2004, in return for 30% of the 
ownership of Facebook.  This investment occurred after Paul’s investments.  
Eduardo’s share was diluted without his consent.  His lawsuit to resolve the 
dilution was settled out of court for a reported 5% of Facebook.  
 
The Winklevoss twins sued Zuckerberg for their claims he breached an oral 
agreement by using their idea and code to develop Facebook.  They settled for a 
reported $65 million of shares in Facebook.  They had no written agreements. 
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Co (0)F
SUPREME COURT
ZTATE OF NEW YORK ALLEGANY COUNTY

PAUL D. CEGLIA SUMOSALLEGANY COUNTY C],ERKY

Plaintf SUMN FI LED

vs Index #JUJUN 3 0 2010

MARK ELLIOT ZUCKERBERG, Individually RO LERK.CRITA

and Face book,inc.CLR
Defendants

TO THE ABO0VE NA MED D EFENDA NTS:

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED to answer the complaint in this
action, and to serve a copy of your answer, or, if the complaint is not
served with this summons, to serve a notice of appearance, on the
PlaIntiff's attorney within 30 days after the service of this summons,
exclusive of the day of service, where service is made by delivery upon
you personally within the state, or within 30 days after completion of
service where service is made in any other manner. In case of your failure
to appear or answer, judgment will be taken against you by default for
the relief demanded in the complaint.

Trial to be held in the County of Allegany
The basis of the venue is Residence of Plaintiff
Plaintiff resides in Allegany County

Dated:.June 2.9, 20 10--------

Paul Argentier Esq.
188 in Street
Hornell, NY 14843
607-324-3 232 -o

flr- m C-
M

PAUL A. ARGENTIER1 - A~TTORNEV AT LAW

6e0MAN STPEET -HOPHELL. N V. 14843-7 TE0OWOM rAn?14 2a2

Case 1:10-cv-00569-RJA     Document 6-2      Filed 07/09/2010     Page 1 of 16
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To the above named Defendants:

THE NATURE OF THE ACTION IS: Declaratory Judgment

The relief sought is: Monetary Damages and 84% Ownership of

Facebook,inc.

PAUL A. ARGErMIEI - ATrORNEY AT LAW

188 MAIN qTPP"~- HOMNr.LL, N.VY 143 - TELEHCNZ (r807) 324-3232

Case 1:10-cv-00569-RJA     Document 6-2      Filed 07/09/2010     Page 2 of 16
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ALLEGANY COUNTY CLERYK

SUPREME COURTFL D
ALLEGA4NY COUNTY' STATE OF NEW YORK JU 3D 0201

PAUL . CEGIA R0BEpT,L CHRISTMAN

PAULD. CGLIACLERK
Plaintiff

VERIFIED COMPLAINT

Index ,3 ?/

rM)MARK ELLIOT ZUCKERBERG, Individually,
and Facebook, Inc. C I

Defendants

The Plaintiff, as and for his verified complaint against the < -

Defendants, alleges as follows:

I. Plaintiff, Paul D. Ceglia, residing at 2558 Hanover Hill Road,
Wellsville, Allegany County, New York, 14895 at all times
hereinafter mentioned as either the Purchaser and/or the Buyer.

2. Defendant Mark Elliot Zackerberg, upon information and belief
resides at 2 Russell Place, Dobbs Ferry, Westchester County,
New York 10522, hereinafter referred to as either the Seller
and/or Contractor.

3. Upon in formation and bellef Face book, Inc. is a domestic
corporation having Its principal office located in the State of New
York having been incorporated in New York on August 6, 2009,
hereinafter referred to as Face book, see exhibit A attached
hereto and made a part hereof of this complaint,

4. On April 28, 2003, the Seller and the Purchaser entered
into a written contract, including but not limited to, the
Purchaser acquiring Fifty Percent (50%) interest in the business
of the Seller and Facebook, see exhibit B attached hereto
and made a part hereof of this complaint,

S. Upon information and belief, Mark Elliot Zuckerberg is the
principal owner of 'The Face Book" aka "The Page Book" that are
the predecessors in interest to Facebook,lnc.

PAUL A. ARGFENJRI - ArMrnNEV AT LAW

100 MAIN S"t aT- HORtIELL. N,V 1.043 - TELEPH-,OW! Ca07) 3223

Case 1:10-cv-00569-RJA     Document 6-2      Filed 07/09/2010     Page 3 of 16
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6. Under Paragraph 3 of the contract, the Seller and Purchaser
agreed that for each day after January 1, 2004, the Purchaser
would acquire an additional 1% interest in the business, per
day, unril the website was completed.

7. Upon information and belief, the website, the facebook.com', was
completed and operational on February 4", 2004,

8- According to the terms of the contract, as of February 411 2004,
the Purchaser had acquired an additional 34% interest in the
business for a total of eighty four percent (84%).

9. Purchaser paid consideration to the Seller for the contract, upon
information and belief, by a check in the amount of One
Thousand Dollars (S$7,000.00) to Mark Zuckerberg, on or
about November 2 4 11, 2003 among other consideration
tendered, see exhibit C attached hereto and made a part hereof
of this complaint.

10. Upon information and belief, the Seller simply transferred the
originating website business from TheFacebook.com into
Face book.com, and ultimately into Face book, Inc. which is a

*continuum of the Purchaser's acquisition from the date of the
contract until the present time, and also a continuum of the
business from pre-incorporation to incorporation of Facebook.

I1I Since April 2811', 2003, the Purchaser has complied with the
terms and conditions of the contract and the Seller has failed to
similarly comply with the terms of the contract to the detriment
of the Purchaser,

12. Upon information and belief, Facebook is a closely held
corporation of which the Seller is presently the majority
stockholder, see exhibit D attached hereto and made a part
hereof of this complaint,

PAUL A. ARGENT]IERI - A7TPORNFY( AT LAW

ISMt SrneET - HOMNF IL. N y 1 A04a - TCLeOHONF MYO) 32 3232

Case 1:10-cv-00569-RJA     Document 6-2      Filed 07/09/2010     Page 4 of 16
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WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, Paul D. Ceglia, hereby demands by
Declaratory judgement against the Defendants, Mark Elliot
Zackerberg, Individually, and Facebook, Inc. for an enforcement of
the terms and conditions of the April 23r" 2003 con tract wherein
Plaintiff would acquire 84% interest of Facebook, Inc. arnd for a
Judgment for an Accounting wherein Plaintiff would obtain a
further Judgment against the Defendants in the amount of 84%6

of any and all monies realized by the Defendants from April 28J1
2003 to the present time, along with the costs, disbursements, and
attorney fees for this action.

June 29, 2010 Paul .Arg ntieri, sq.

Attorney for Plain iff
188 Main Street
Hornell, New York 14843
607-324-3232

PAUL A. ARGEt1nETZ - A77-ORNEY AT LAW

108 MAIN GTRCST - HIORNELL, N.YV 14ASA - ThUe,NONIr <0O, 2-3232

Case 1:10-cv-00569-RJA     Document 6-2      Filed 07/09/2010     Page 5 of 16
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P -D Cegi

STATE OF NEW YORKI
COUNTY OF ALLEGANY ) ss.

Paul D, Ceglia, being duly sworn, says that the deponent is the

Plain tiff in the within action; that deponent has read the foregoing
Verified Comnplaint, and knows the contents thereof ; that the same is

true to his own knowledge, except as to matters therein stated to be

alleged on information and belief and that as t se ma ers de onent
believes it to be true.

---------------------- ---- -----------
PD. Ceglia

Sworn to before Wme thi
2tDay of June, 20

NOTARY pUICXAT OF NEW YiORK

So.0O2AR457

PALIL A. ARG VN'nERI - ATTORNEY AT LAW

Case 1:10-cv-00569-RJA     Document 6-2      Filed 07/09/2010     Page 6 of 16
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EXISIT8 6!
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Entity Information 
Page I of 2

NYS Department of State

Division of Corporations

Enfity Information

The information contained in' this database is current through June 25, 2010,

Selected Entity Name: FACEBOOK, INC.
Selected Entity Status Information

Current Entity Name:' FACEBOOK, INC.

Initial DOS Filing Date: AUGUST 06, 2009

County: NEW YORK

Jurisdiction: DELAWARE

Entity Type: FOREIGN BUSIN~ESS CORPORATION

Current Entity Status: ACTIVE

Selected Entity Address Information
DOS Process (Address to which DOS will mail process if accepted on behalf of the entity)
CORPORATION SERVICE COMPAN~Y
80 STATE STREET
ALBANY, NEW YORK, 12207

Registered Agent
NONE

This office does not record information.regarding
the names and addresses of officers, shareholders or
directors of nonprofessi ona] corporations except the
chief executive officer, if provided, which would be
listed above. Professional corp orations.rmust include

the name(s) and address(es) of the initial officers,
directors, and shareholders in the initial certificate
of incorporation, however this information is niot

recorded and only available by vievAng the

certificate.

"~Stock Information

# of Shaires Type of Stock S Value per Share

No Information Available

*Stock information is aDDlicable tn dr)mp,qtjr )iipc rnrnnra+-,c

Case 1:10-cv-00569-RJA     Document 6-2      Filed 07/09/2010     Page 8 of 16
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* Entity Lnformation Page 2of 2

Name History

Filing Date Name Type Entity Name

AUG 06, 2009 Actual FACEBOOK, INC.

A Fictitious name must be used when the Actual name of a foreign entity is unava ilable for u~se in New
York State. The entity must use the fhctitious name when conducting its activities or businet~s in New

York State.

NOTE: New York State does not issue organizational identification numbers.

Search Rpqults New Search

Services/Programs IPrivacy Poijc. Accessibility Policy I Disclaimer Returnto DOS
ljomepae a Contact Us Web Feedback

Case 1:10-cv-00569-RJA     Document 6-2      Filed 07/09/2010     Page 9 of 16
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***(<~ ..

N

EXKI~JT A
'4>7 .

'At~
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Proof of Facts 

1. Throughout the years 2001, 2002 and 2003, Paul Ceglia was developing an online database 
of street intersection photographs that were eventually either hosted on Streetfax.com or 
sold. 

2. Streetfax was a large online database with photos of the majority of intersections within a 
specified city. The database was intended to aid insurance adjustors in investigating 
automobile accidents. 

3. Throughout that period, Paul Ceglia would frequently post advertisements on Craigslist, 
an online forum for qualified contractors, which included, but was not limited to, computer 
programmers. 

4. Specifically, Paul Ceglia advertised for programmers who would be able to develop the 
search engine feature on the Streetfax website to have two unique aspects: non-specific 
term searching, and synonymous term linking. 

5. Those innovations were state-of-the-art at that time, and to Paul Ceglia's knowledge, were 
not readily available in any code format at that time. 

6. In early 2003, Mark Zuckerberg responded to the Paul Ceglia's advertisement on Craigslist. 

7. Prior to the signing of the contracts with Mark Zuckerberg on April 28, 2003, Paul Ceglia 
and Mark Zuckerberg engaged in multiple telephone and email conversations wherein 
Paul Ceglia introduced to Mark Zuckerberg the specifications of a database and search 
engine that could differentiate misspellings, non-specific term searching, and synonymous 
term linking that Mark Zuckerberg initially refuted could be built or programmed. 

8. Paul Ceglia prevailed upon Mark Zuckerberg after several weeks of intensive debate by 
proposing multiple formulas to Mark Zuckerberg about constructing the non-specific word 
search engine. Prior to the signing of the contract, Paul Ceglia convinced Mark Zuckerberg 
that the use of a specific mathematical formula could succeed in searching for non-specific 
terms. 

9. At that moment in time, Mark Zuckerberg accepted the viability of Paul Ceglia's formula, 
shared his enthusiasm about the coming project and offered to Paul Ceglia joint and equal 
ownership interest in his business venture and continued development of a suitable 
website for a project he was intending to initiate to the students of Harvard University and  
with the working title of either “The Face Book.” or “The Page Book”.  In addition, it was 
further agreed that Paul Ceglia would also own 50% in the software, programming 
language and business interests derived from the expansion of that service to a larger 
audience. 

10. Mark Zuckerberg offered, and Paul Ceglia agreed, to pay $1,000 for 50% ownership stake 
in the “The Face Book” and to perform elements connected with the computer 
programming work for the development of the site. 
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11. In addition, Paul Ceglia offered to hire Mark Zuckerberg and Mark Zuckerberg agreed to 
perform the programming work for Streetfax in the amount of $1,000.  

12. On April 28, 2003, Mark Zuckerberg and Paul Ceglia met in person at the Radisson Hotel in 
Boston, Massachusetts.  
 

13. At that meeting, Mark Zuckerberg signed a written agreement to be the software 
programmer for Streetfax and simultaneously agreed that Paul Ceglia would have a 50% 
ownership stake in “The Face Book”. 
 

14. At that meeting, Paul Ceglia tendered a $3,000 cashier's check, dated April 25, 2003, from 
the Community Bank NA, to Mark Zuckerberg and Mark Zuckerberg deposited the 
cashier's check (for consideration that exceeded the written contractual requirements) into 
his student checking account at Fleet Bank.  
 

15. At that meeting, the parties also signed another contract entitled, “StreetFax Back-End 
Technical Specification”, that had been previously prepared by Mark Zuckerberg. 
 

16. The Facebook/Streetfax “Work for Hire” contract and the “StreetFax Back-End Technical 
Specification” contracts were both signed in the lounge of the Radisson Hotel in Boston 
MA. 

17. Paul Ceglia's employee accompanied him on the trip and was an eye witness to the actual 
signing of both contracts as well as to the handwritten modifications (interlineations) 
contained therein. 

18.  Those agreements memorialized their understanding regarding Streetfax and “The Face 
Book” projects. In pertinent part, that agreement provides the following: The 
Purchaser/Buyer is Paul Ceglia.  The Seller/Contractor is Mark Zuckerberg. 

19.  “The contract between the Purchaser and Seller as a Purchase agreement and “work made 
for hire” reflects two separate business ventures, the first being for the work to be 
performed directly for the Streetfax database and the programming language to be 
provided by Seller.” (Contract page 1, par. 2)  

20.  “Second,  it is for the continued development of the software, program and for the 
purchase and design of a suitable website for the project Seller has already initiated that is 
designed to offer the students of Harvard university access to a website similar to a live 
functioning yearbook with the working title of “The Face Book”. (Contract page 1, par. 2) 

21. “It is agreed that Purchaser will own a half interest (50%) in the software, programming 
language and business interests derived from the expansion of that service to a larger 
audience.” (Contract page 1, par. 2) 

22. Buyer agrees to pay the seller the Sum of $1,000 a piece for the work to be performed for 
Streetfax and $1,000 for the work to be performed for “The Page Book” (Contract page 1, 
par. 3) 

23.  “The agreed upon project due date for the Streetfax software is May 31, 2003.” (Contract 
page 1, par. 3) 
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24. “The agreed upon completion for the expanded project with working title “The Face Book” 
shall be January 1, 2004 and an additional 1% interest in the business will be due the buyer 
for each day the website is delayed from that date.” (Contract page 1, par. 3) 

25. The agreement gave rise to an obligation for Mr. Zuckerberg to continue to develop and 
program The Face Book. 

26. The agreement gave rise to fiduciary obligations between Mr. Ceglia and Mr. Zuckerberg. 

27. The agreement obligated Mr. Zuckerberg to deal fairly and honestly with Mr. Ceglia. 

28. The agreement obligated Mr. Zuckerberg to act with the utmost loyalty. 

29. After the agreement was signed, Mr. Zuckerberg and Mr. Ceglia never met in person again, 
parted ways, and began their respective contractual obligations. 

 

30. Lisa Simpson, counsel for Facebook Inc. and Mark Zuckerberg, on July 20th, 2010, in 
Federal District Court in Buffalo, NY, before Judge Richard Arcara, made the following 
admissions under questioning by Judge Arcara:  
 

a. “Mr. Zuckerberg did indeed have a contract with Mr. Ceglia.” 
 

b.  “... agreed to code for Mr. Ceglia with respect to a project called Street Fax”. 
 

c.  “Street Fax, F-A-X, which is actually one of the projects mentioned in the 
document” 

d. ”... with respect to the contract that we have in front of us, we have some serious 
questions because there are many inconsistencies and many undefined terms and 
things that don't make sense if you look at it on its face.  Specifically, you'll see that 
there's a mention in there of Facebook and then there's another mention in there of 
Pagebook, and those are inconsistent. The consideration in the contract is directed 
directly to Pagebook. There's no consideration at all in the contract that relates to 
Facebook.” 

e. “Our client entered a contract with Ceglia.”  

31. In an email dated September 2nd 2003, Mark Zuckerberg writes in part, “... Further, since 
the plan involves more than one college, the name can't have Harvard in it and remains 
unresolved. Additionally, both original names facebook.com and pagebook.com are 
unavailable, so there is no actual domain name either. thefacebook.com and 
thepagebook.com are both available but are clearly not a premium quality domain as they 
are much harder to remember.”  

32. That agreement gave Paul Ceglia a valid enforceable ownership interest in the Facebook.  
 

33.  That interest includes, but is not in any way limited to, Facebook's intellectual property 
rights, advertising rights, current and future business interests.  
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34.  That agreement explicitly gives Paul Ceglia an ownership interest in the software, 
programming language, and business interests derived from the expansion of Facebook to 
a larger audience. 

35.  In addition to the $3,000 cashier's check tendered on April 28, 2003, Paul Ceglia further 
tendered to Mark Zuckerberg a check in the amount of $5,000 on August 4, 2003, that was 
deposited in Mark Zuckerberg's Fleet Bank student checking account. 

36. On November 16, 2003, Paul Ceglia received an email from Mark Zuckerberg requesting 
$1,000, in additional funds, for the continued development of The Face Book website as 
Mark Zuckerberg disclosed that there were two Harvard students (Winklevoss twins) 
preparing a website to compete with The Face Book. 
 

37.  Paul Ceglia complied with the request for additional funds for The Face Book and mailed 
$1,000 by Fed Ex dated November 27, 2003. The receipt of these additional funds for The 
Face Book are acknowledged by Mark Zuckerberg in his follow-up email on Jan. 1st, 2004, 
and were deposited in his Fleet Bank student checking account. 

38.  Mark Zuckerberg, under oath, at his June 22, 2006 hearing in the ConnectU lawsuit 
admitted that he commingled his funds from Streetfax and The Face Book into his student 
checking account at Fleet Bank.  

39. The contract provided that Paul Ceglia was entitled to an additional 1% ownership interest 
in the above mentioned property for each day after January 1, 2004, that the website was 
not online. 

40. On January 1, 2004, Mark Zuckerberg authored an email to Paul Ceglia acknowledging the 
receipt of the $1,000, requests additional funding for The Face Book site, and for Paul 
Ceglia to waive the penalty clause in their contract. 

41. In an email authored on January 5, 2004 from Paul Ceglia to Mark Zuckerberg, Paul Ceglia 
asks Mark Zuckerberg about the status of The Face Book site, and how he had spent the 
additional $1,000. 
 

42. In that same email, Paul Ceglia threatens to call Harvard and/or Mark Zuckerberg's 
parents. 
 

43.  At that time and unbeknownst to Paul Ceglia, Mark Zuckerberg is on probation following 
his violations of the Harvard privacy regulations when he created a website entitled 
Facemash by hacking into the Harvard University's server and/or students information 
without authority. 
 

44. Facemash was a website created to allow Harvard students to vote on the appearance of 
other students in a derogatory and sarcastic manner. 

45. On January 6, 2004, Mark Zuckerberg authored an email to Paul Ceglia demanding that 
any action by Paul Ceglia to call Harvard or his parents “would be seriously violating our 
trust by doing so, ...” confirms that there existed a “fiduciary relationship” with Paul Ceglia 
in their contractual and business relationship.  
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46. Unbeknownst to Paul Ceglia, on January 7, 2004, Mark Zuckerberg accepts $1,000 from 
Eduardo Saverin for 30% of The Face Book. 

47. On January 13, 2004, Paul Ceglia authored an email to Mark Zuckerberg agreeing with him 
to utilize the database from Streetfax in order to facilitate the construction of The Face Book 
site.  “Mark, I got to thinking, seems like a fantastic idea to use the database we built 
already,  there is really no way you could rebuild something that could work as well.” 

 
48. To illustrate the defect in MySpace and Paul Ceglia's contribution with the superior search 

engine for The Face Book, Paul Ceglia asks Mark Zuckerberg to attempt to spell twenty 
names of students he attended high school with on MySpace in order to see for himself the 
disadvantage of the specific spelling requirements of MySpace that The Face Book would 
eliminate.   
 

49. With permission, Mark Zuckerberg utilized the database created for StreetFax, which was 
and is the intellectual property of Paul Ceglia. 
 

50. Mark Zuckerberg in his email to Paul Ceglia on January 16, 2004, states, “I'll check into it 
and see how easily we could modify the script, I think you are right though and that it 
could manage people just as well as it manages street intersections.” 
 

51. On January 14, 2004, Mark Zuckerberg purchases the domain name “TheFaceBook.com” 
from monies received from Paul Ceglia. 
 

52. On February 2, 2004, Mark Zuckerberg authored an email to Paul Ceglia complaining 
about the penalty clause in the contact stating that, as it was presently constituted at that 
time, Paul Ceglia would own over 80% of the company (Facebook). Mark Zuckerberg gives 
Paul Ceglia an ultimatum that he would not launch the site until and unless, “you drop the 
penalty completely and that we officially return to 50/50 ownership.” 
 

53. On February 3, 2004, Paul Ceglia authored an email to Mark Zuckerberg agreeing to 
remove the penalty clause and share 50/50 ownership in The Face Book. 
 

54. On February 4, 2004, Mark Zuckerberg authored an email to Paul Ceglia confirming the 
launch of their website “thefacebook.com.” and states, “I'll let you know how it goes.”   
 

55. Prior to the launch of the Face Book site, Paul Ceglia was the progenitor of the business        
expansion model for the software of The Face Book as a free site versus Mark Zuckerberg's 
idea of charging $29.95 per month for Harvard students. 
 

56. In addition, Paul Ceglia promoted that The Face Book site go city to city rather than being 
limited to Harvard and/or the other Ivy League schools. 
 

57. Mark Zuckerberg refused to give Paul Ceglia access to the website stating that he would 
have to have a harvard.edu address to get beyond the home page. 

58. In his last email authored by Mark Zuckerberg to Paul Ceglia on July 22, 2004, Mark 
Zuckerberg attempts to induce Paul Ceglia to accept a refund in the amount of $2,000 that 
Paul Ceglia had previously invested in Facebook by lying when he states, “Another 
summer is here and I still don't have any time to build our site ...”   
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59.  Mark Zuckerberg intentionally lied to Paul Ceglia about his actions and the success of 

TheFaceBook.com. 
 

60. Mark Zuckerberg's email of July 22, 2004 was an outright fraud, as he, among other things, 
attempted to use his Harvard email address, rather than his Facebook email, to mislead 
and conceal the truth that Facebook was exploding within it's confined circles.  

 
61.  Also at that time, and unbeknownst to Paul Ceglia, Mark Zuckerberg was in the process of 

incorporating in the State of Delaware when he intentionally made false representations to 
conceal his intent to defraud Paul Ceglia out of his 50% ownership in Facebook. 

 

62. On July 29th 2004, Mark Zuckerberg Breaches the contract with Paul Ceglia by denying him 
his ownership interest in Facebook Inc. 

63. For several months, Mr. Zuckerberg failed to deliver to Mr. Ceglia his rightful ownership 
share. 

64. Under testimony given on June 22nd 2006, Mark Zuckerberg admits to having backdated at 
least one document. 

65.  On July 29, 2004, Mr. Zuckerberg, Mr. Moskovitz, and Mr. Saverin formed The Facebook, 
Inc. in the State of Delaware. 

66.  On January 7, 2005, Mr. Zuckerberg, signs the First Amended and Restated Certificate of 
Incorporation of the The Facebook Inc. in the State of Delaware. 

67.  On March 31, 2005, Mr. Zuckerberg, signs the Second Amended and Restated Certificate of    
Incorporation of The Facebook Inc. in the State of Delaware. 

68.  At some time after the formation of Facebook, Inc., Mr. Zuckerberg assigned his rights and 
alleged property in Facebook to The Facebook, Inc. 

69.  Upon information and belief, that assignment included property that rightfully belonged 
to Mr. Ceglia. 

70.  Mr. Zuckerberg made that assignment without notifying Mr. Ceglia. 

71.  Mr. Zuckerberg knew that the property he was purporting to assign to The Facebook, Inc. 
rightfully belonged to Mr. Ceglia, as evidenced by the email sent one week before on July 
22, 2004, wherein Mr. Zuckerberg offers to repay Mr. Ceglia for his Facebook interest. 

72.  Mr. Zuckerberg knew he was violating his contract with Mr. Ceglia when he assigned 
those rights to The Facebook, Inc. 

73.  Mr. Zuckerberg knew he was violating his fiduciary duties to Paul Ceglia. 

74.  Since the time of that incorporation, Facebook, Inc. has remained a privately held 
company, making its ownership interest largely unknown. 
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75.  However, upon information and belief, Mr. Zuckerberg breached his agreement with Mr. 
Ceglia by continuing to give ownership interests to new investors. 

76.  Since Mr. Zuckerberg's assignment to Facebook, Inc., it has become one of the world's 
most successful business ventures. 

77. Currently, Facebook has more than 500 million users. 

78.  Moreover, Facebook and the proprietary rights connected to Facebook are valued at 
billions of dollars. 
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Ceglia: Facebook planted a fake contract on my computer

By  John Anderson

Daily  Reporter

Posted Aug 17 , 2011  @ 06:51 AM

Last update Aug 17 , 2011  @ 03:48 PM

After Facebook attorney s filed their “smoking gun” against Paul Ceglia, it appeared

the civ il case seeking ownership of Mark Zuckerberg’s social network would be dismissed today

in district court in Buffalo.

Guess again.

Ceglia came back swinging in an e-mail from Ireland where he claims the smoking gun from

Facebook was planted on a computer taken from his parents house.

“I believe based on the fact that (Facebook attorney ) Orin Sny der argued almost exclusively  for

my  parents computers, the location where the so called ‘image’ was discov ered that either Orin

Sny der is clairvoy ant and had a premonition that his ‘smoking gun’ was on my  parents computer

or he knew in advance that it was planted there,” said Ceglia, “perhaps by  Zuckerberg himself

and perhaps by  Orrick, the firm Eduardo Savrin accused of conspiring with Zuckerberg to

deprive him of his shares during his case. If that is the case then they  are subornating perjury

and conspiring along with Zuckerberg to protect the empire and this time they  are going to get

caught — Eduardo Savrin, the bus is rolling, just needs a little push from the sidelines.”

Ceglia and his Hornell attorney , Paul Argentieri originally  filed a civ il suit with a “Work For Hire”

contract with Zuckerberg for Facebook along with canceled checks.

On Monday  night, Facebook attorney s filed a pixilated image that looks the same but is for a

company  Ceglia was once a part of called ‘Street Fax.” This contract had no mention of

Facebook.

“This ‘image’ they  claim is the original is forged and we will prov e it has no authenticating

properties what so ever,” Ceglia wrote in an e-mail to the Daily  Reporter. “I would have

expected more from him and his henchmen. We have known about this photoshopped ‘image’

for some time and I willingly  handed it ov er to them, now they  claim it is the original. Oh

brother ... it just keeps getting weirder and weirder.”

Ceglia then took shots at Zuckerberg, the first time since he said “It’s on like Donkey  Kong.”

Ceglia said, “We've now waited weeks past when we were due to get the 17 5 emails from

Zuckerberg, supposedly  because they  were afraid that I might use them, as if it was I that needed

additional support for my  side of the case. Me, a guy  that has limited computer knowledge, they  are concerned about, but

the fact that Mark has now had more than two weeks to do the very  same thing... hav ing had all my  emails to read so that he

can make his sound like a better narrativ e is ignored and I hav e to trust that he, the admitted forger, isn't activ ely  switching

his emails around to counter mine? Weirder and weirder.

“History  will record y ou as the only  billionaire to hav e ever lost his empire to a Tiff image,” Ceglia added.

Ceglia also said he is looking for more legal help and that he is worried Zuckerberg will take Facebook public.

“Y ou won't go public Mark, y ou won't IPO, y ou won't pass go,” said Ceglia. “I won't let y ou sell this company  out from under

me not while I have the power to stop y ou.

“We have conclusive proof Mark is ly ing and (is) searching for more,” Ceglia continued. “Any one with some legal or

technical expertise that would like to help us nail him down for good is welcome to join in at PaulsCase.com.”

Ceglia also touched on his past drug arrest and legal battles with the state ov er his wood pellet business.

“ ... Surely  my  arrest for mushrooms 14 y ears ago or the fact that I fell behind on wood pellet orders that have long since

paid back is irrelevant compared to the more damning and far more on point ev idence that Zuckerberg is an admitted forger

and an admitted hacker, y et a read of the major media outlets shows what most people know already , that our ‘Free Press’

slant the news to the big boss's v iews. A luxury  afforded the Billionaires of this world that clearly  have their own agendas.

Perhaps calling them out like this will force some two sided coverage of the story ,” Ceglia wrote in his e-mail. “Zuckerberg

reminds me a great deal of the great Edward J Smith, captain of the Titanic, ignorant of the conditions surrounding him he

arrogantly  continues onward until the moment he hits the iceberg. Y ou'v e hit y our Iceberg now bud so don't come to

Ireland again, this time cry ing to me that y ou hav e to protect y our image.”

Ceglia then came up with a new nickname for Zuckerberg’s attorney .

“What I can tell y ou is, before the testing it was Orin "King Kong" Sny der beating his chest with ‘amateurish forgery ’ claims on



the original paper contract, now that they  have tested it, suddenly  we hear no more about that, though y ou will be hearing a

lot from us on it in the coming months,” Ceglia wrote. “Suddenly  there are requests for a second round of ink testing, clearly

outside the court order for expedited discov ery  and I don't think it takes much to conclude that they  wouldnt need more ink

if the first batch they  took showed a "real" smoking gun as they  claimed it would.

“Instead they  continue to make up their defense as they  go along and now talk about this ‘image’ and since Mark has now

officially  claimed that is the original then I'm happy  to be the first to say  — Mark Zuckerberg has admitted to forgery  and he

has done it once again. This time though he isn't just going to get away  with it and buy  himself out, you will face a jury  of our

peers Mark, and your PR team won't be there to save y ou.”

In conclusion, Ceglia, who watched the mov ie, “The Social Network,” based on the history  of Facebook, said, “To adopt a

line from the movie — 7 50 million dollars isn't cool Mark, y ou know what 's cool? 7 50 million users is cool.”

 

Copy r ig h t  2 01 1  Wellsv ille Da ily  Repor ter .  Som e r ig h ts r eser v ed
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FriendiRIJ Facebook 

Exclusive: Paul Ceglia says Facebook is doing the 
forgery 

By Emil ProtaIinski I August 16, 2011, 3:43pm PDT 

Summary: Following Facebook's accusations offorgery, courtroom adversary 
Paul Ceglia fires back as he looks to open source his lawsuit through a wiki. 

Source: Paul Ceglia 

Paul Ceglia" a man in a heated lawsuit with Facebook, wants his side heard. 
The problem is Ceglia is fighting an uphill battle in the believability 
department and rambles through diatribes. Nevertheless, Ceglia is forging 
ahead in his Facebook battle and believes he can overcome the odds. 

After my last article, "Facebook: Ceglia's contract. doesn't even mention 
Facebook", a man claiming to be Paul Ceglia contacted me via email. He 
a.sked.me if I wanted to get his side of the stol'Y. I agreed and he sent me a 
long reply (the full1,147-word email is posted at the bottom). 



Will the real Paul Ceglia please stand up? 

Verifying Ceglia's identity was a bit tricky. He's in Ireland now and I couldn't 
exactly meet him in person. It's also difficult to pelt him with questions since 
much of his background is public record. Via cell phone numbers, pictures 
sent to us, and two phone conversations, we have enough confidence that it's 
him. He refused to do a Skype call and used a wonky PC excuse not to have 
one. Regardless, Ceglia is either very emotional and convinced he owns a 
significant chunk of Facebook or is simply a very good actor. 

After the initial contact, I was not sure if this was the real Paul Ceglia; it 
could easily be Facebook playing games with a journalist, an impostor (such 
as someone who hates Facebook), or even someone at Facebook with his or 
her own agenda. He suggested that he would send me an image of himself 
with the words "Hi Emil" on a piece of paper. 15 minutes later, I received a 
text message from "3538xxxxxxxx" that said "Hey emil. Pic wont seem to 
send." 

His number helped his case: 353 is the area code for Ireland, and typically 
cell phone numbers start with an 8x for a more local area code, followed by 
seven numbers. Unfortunately, not getting a picture was unacceptable - he 
said he was having trouble sending it as a text message and also wasn't sure 
how to transfer it to a computer to send via email. 

I suggested he email it directly from his phone instead, and he agreed. 
Another 15 minutes later, and I was looking at a very blurry image that 
looked like a man holding a piece of paper with the words "HI EMIL" 
scrawled on. I asked for a better picture, and I got it a little later, though it 
was still a little blurry. The picture matched other photos on the Web of 
Ceglia. 

I asked him if we could talk on the phone and tried calling him. He didn't 
pick up. I em ailed him again. Thirty minutes later, he called me. We chatted, 
I asked him a few questions, and he told me about how the media published 
everything Facebook said like it was the gospel. He said it was much harder 
for him to get his side of the story out. 

Finally, Ceglia chatted with ZDNet's editor, Larry Dignan, and had a largely 
off the record chat. He then sent me a third picture taken some time in the 



-
last three days with a digital camera (as opposed to a cell phone camera), 
which you can see at the top right of this article (click to enlarge). 

What Ceglia told me 

Ceglia's main argument appears to be that the original "authentic contract" 
Facebook says it found is really just a Photoshopped image the company 
planted on his computer. He says he and his lawyers reportedly knew about it 
for some time and willingly handed it over to Facebook. He declares that his 
team will prove the image in question "has no authenticating properties 
whatsoever." 

Ceglia speculates it could have been Zuckerberg himself, or the US law firm 
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe that may have done the alleged dirty work. He 
also says Facebook co-founder Eduardo Savrin accused Orrick of "conspiring 
with Zuckerberg to deprive him of his shares during his case." 

Facebook's adversary then goes on to call Zuckerberg "an admitted forger and 
an admitted hacker" and explains this is true "not because he feels compelled 
to tell the truth, like ever, but because he carelessly wrote as his home 
address on the document he was forging an address that he didn't know 
about or move to until more than a year after the document was supposedly 
written!" 

Last but certainly not least, Ceglia says he has conclusive proof that 
Zuckerberg is lying. He said that anyone with some legal expertise or 
technical expertise willing to help "nail him down for good" is welcome to 
join at PaulsCase.com, which requires registration. Via the PaulsCase wiki, 
Ceglia is trying to open source his lawsuit. His current lawyer is on an 
interim basis and Ceglia is looking for a more "collaborative" law firm to 
work with him. 

A few other things he goes on record to say: 

"Mark Zuckerberg has admitted to forgery and he has done it once 
again." 
"This time though he isn't just going to get away with it and buy himself 
out, you will face a jury of our peers Mark, and your PR team won't be 
there to save you." 



-
"History will record you as the only billionaire to have ever lost his 
empire to a Tiff image." 
''You won't go public Mark, you won't IPO, you won't pass go. I won't let 
you sell this company out from under me not while I have the power to 
stop you." 
"Zuckerberg reminds me a great deal of the great Edward J Smith, 
captain of the Titanic, ignorant of the conditions surrounding him he 
arrogantly continues onward until the moment he hits the iceberg. 
You've hit your Iceberg now bud so don't come to Ireland again, this 
time crying to me that you have to protect your image." 
"750 million dollars isn't cool Mark, you know what's cool? 750 million 

. 1" users IS coo ... 

Last week, Facebook said it found "smoking-gun evidence that the purported 
contract at the heart of this case is a fabrication." When Facebook's lawyers 
asked for a resubmittal of a document to the court due to improper redaction, 
it turned out the blacked out text referred to an "authentic contract" and 
"storage devices" that Facebook says Ceglia is intentionally hiding from the 
company, in violation of a court order. 

Originally, Ceglia's lawyers said the "authentic contract" is shielded from use 
in the lawsuit because it is designated as "confidential" under the rules of an 
agreement between the two parties. Facebook then asked Judge Leslie 
Foschio of the US District Court in New York City to overrule that 
designation. Foschio agreed and ordered Paul Ceglia to hand over documents 
Facebook says proves he forged the 2003 contract. 

As for the "storage devices," Facebook now says that forensic data shows 
evidence of six USB devices, which it argues were likely used to modify the 
authentic contract. The company's lawyers say at least one of those devices 
includes a folder called "Facebook Files" and an image called "Zuckerberg 
Contract page1.tif." Facebook believes that image is the page of the contract 
that was forged to include mention of an investment in the social network. 

Facebook acknowledges that Ceglia hired Zuckerberg to work for his 
StreetFax company in April 2003 while Zuckerberg was a freshman at 
Harvard. Ceglia first legally attacked Facebook in July 2010, saying the 
contract also included $1,000 initial funding for Facebook, and that he's 



entitled to more than half of the social networking giant. That last part 
Facebook is obviously disputing. 

Facebook insists Ceglia is a known con artist. Ceglia, as has been well-
documented, has a history of forgery. Since he first filed suit, Ceglia has been 
dropped by at least four law firms. He is now reportedly living in Galway, 
Ireland, but the lawsuit is continuing. Ceglia, who called ZDNet from Ireland, 
maintains that he has been unfairly painted as a con artist. 

Below is the full email Ceglia sent to me, with original spacing, spelling, and 
grammar errors left intact: 

We have known about this photoshopped "image" for some time and 
i willingly handed it over to them, now they claim it is the original 
and that there are other files I'm intentionally not handing over, 
when I gave over their doctored page 1 .. It's laughable ... they make 
this stuff up as they go along. 

I believe based on the fact that Orin Snyder argued almost 
exclusively for my parents computers, the location where the so 
called "image" was discovered that either Orin Snyder is clairvoyant 
and had a premonition that his "smoking gun" was on my parents 
computer or he knew in advance that it was planted there. Perhaps 
by Zuckerberg himself and perhaps by Orrick, the firm Eduardo 
Savrin accused of conspiring with Zuckerberg to deprive him of his 
shares during his case. If that is the case then they are subomating 
perjury and conspiring along with Zuckerberg to protect the empire 
and this time they are going to get caught. Eduardo Savrin, the bus is 
rolling, just needs a little push from the sidelines. 

It is obvious that these major outlets continue to protect Mark and 
his "new image". He is an admitted forgerer, he was forced to admit 
it under oath, not because he feels compelled to tell the truth, like 
ever, but because he carelessly wrote as his home adress on the 
document he was forging an address that he didnt know about or 
move to until more than a year after the document was supposedly 
written! A rational person would think I need not say more, and that 
surely my arrest for mushrooms 14 years ago or the fact that I fell 
behind on wood pellet orders that have long since paid back is 



irrelevant compared to the more darning and far more on point 
evidence that Zuckerberg is an admitted forger and an admitted 
hacker, yet a read of the major media outlets shows what most 
people know already, that our "Free Press" slant the news to the big 
boss's views. A luxury afforded the Billionaires of this world that 
clearly have their own agendas. Perhaps calling them out like this 
will force some two sided coverage of the story. 

We've now waited weeks past when we were due to get the 175 
emails 
from Zuckerberg, supposedly because they were afraid that I might 
use them, as if it was I that needed additional support for my side of 
the case. Me, a guy that has limited computer knowledge, they are 
concerned about, but the fact that Mark has now had more than two 
weeks to do the very same thing ... having had all my emails to read 
so that he can make his sound like a better narrative is ignored and I 
have to trust that he, the admitted forger, isnt actively switching his 
emails around to counter mine??!!! wierder and wierder. 

Zuckerberg reminds me a great deal of the great Edward J Smith, 
captain of the Titanic, ignorant of the conditions surrounding him 
he arrogantly continues onward until the moment he hits the 
iceberg. You've hit your Iceberg now bud so don't come to Ireland 
again, this time crying to me that you have to protect your image. 

History will record you as the only billionaire to have ever lost his 
empire to a Tiff image. 

This "image" they claim is the original is forged and we will prove it 
has no authenticating properties what so ever. I would have 
expected more from him and his henchmen. 

You won't go public Mark, you won't IPO, you won't pass go. I won't 
let you sell this company out from under me not while I have the 
power to stop you. 

We have conslusive proof Mark is lying and we are searching for 
more, anyone with some legal or technical expertise that would like 
to help us nail him down for good is welcome to join in at 



PaulsCase.com 

What I can tell you is, before the testing it was Orin "King Kong" 
Snyder beating his chest with "amateurish forgery" claims on the 
original paper contract, now that they have tested it, suddenly we 
hear no more about that, though you will be hearing a lot from us on 
it in the coming months. Suddenly there are requests for a second 
round of ink testing, clearly outside the court order for expedited 
discovery and I don't think it takes much to conlude that they 
wouldnt need more ink if the first batch they took showed a "real" 
smoking gun as they claimed it would. 

Even some of their experts have come under fire from their own 
colleagues for the false or misleading testimony they gave. (see the 
linguistics expert publicly outted by the president of the linguistics 
society) 

Instead they continue to make up their defense as they go along and 
now talk about this "image" and since Mark has now officially 
claimed that is the original then I'm happy to be the first to say-
"Mark Zuckerberg has admitted to Forgery and he has done it once 
again." this time though he isnt just going to get away with it and 
buy himself out, you will face a jury of our peers Mark, and your PR 
team won't be there to save you. 

To adopt a line from the movie-

750 million dollars isnt cool Mark, you know what's cool? 750 
million users is cooL .. 

Some unrelated opinions ... 

From the Arab Spring to the riots of London last week, I see that 
social networks are the peoples tools to not only talk about how 
bored we are today, or to worry about everyone seeing that last 
photo we put up, but also when users are oppressed somewhere and 
realize it, it obviously can be used to overthrow tyranny and 
outmanuever the forces that protect the establishment. It's become 
the peoples voice and a powerful tool to unite the masses. It's a tool 



that deserves to stay in the hands and control of the people. 

I'm starting to have all sorts of opinions as to what I'll do when I'm 
at the helm. Some might call it delusions of self grandure, you can 
call me what you like but if Thomas Jefferson was right and that-
"all tyranny needs to gain a foothold is for people of good conscience 
to remain silent" then in good conscience when I'm at the helm I 
won't let any government have the power to silence it's citizens, 
especially during an uprising. Money has never been my interest in 
this case, most of the lawyers for sure, but for me the network is 
what is important, we have a lot of tyrants to rid ourselves of in this 
world and a lot of inappropriate pictures to share with our singular 
circle of friends but as Michael Franti says .. we won't stop .. and I 
won't quit ... 

Facebook gave me a standard "No comment" response when I asked for a 
statenlent in regards to this article. 

Kick off your day with ZDNet's daily e-mail newsletter. It's the freshest tech 
news and opinion, served hot. Get it. 

Facebook, Billionaire, Forgery, Tool, Conscience, Zuckerberg, Mark, 
Productivity, E-mail, IPO, more + 
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February 09, 2004 

Hundreds Register for New Facebook Website

Facemash creator seeks new reputation with latest online project

By Alan J. Tabak, CRIMSON STAFF WRITER 
When Mark E. Zuckerberg ’06 grew impatient with the creation of an official universal Harvard facebook, he decided to take matters into his 
own hands.

After about a week of coding, Zuckerberg launched thefacebook.com last Wednesday afternoon. The website combines elements of a standard 
House face book with extensive profile features that allow students to search for others in their courses, social organizations and Houses.

“Everyone’s been talking a lot about a universal face book within Harvard,” Zuckerberg said. “I think it’s kind of silly that it would take the 
University a couple of years to get around to it. I can do it better than they can, and I can do it in a week.” 

As of yesterday afternoon, Zuckerberg said over 650 students had registered use thefacebook.com. He said that he anticipated that 900 
students would have joined the site by this morning.

“I’m pretty happy with the amount of people that have been to it so far,” he said. “The nature of the site is that each user’s experience 
improves if they can get their friends to join it.” 

But Director of Residential Computing Kevin S. Davis ’98 said that the creation of a Harvard facebook was not as far off as Zuckerberg 
predicted.

“There is a project internally with computer services to create a facebook,” Davis said. “We’ve been in touch with the Undergraduate Council, 
and this is a very high priority for the College. We have every intention of completing the facebook by the end of the spring semester.”

Davis said that the principle complication with the creation of an official facebook was figuring out how to design an interface so that 
directory information could not easily be compiled without authorization.

Zuckerberg’s site allows people with Harvard e-mail addresses to upload their pictures and personal and academic information. Just as with 
the popular website Friendster, which Zuckerberg said was a model for his new website, members can search for people according to their 
interests and can create an online network of friends. 

Lisa H. Feigenbaum ’04 said that she joined thefacebook.com because it provided an open alternative to the password-protected House 
facebooks. 

“If there was a situation where you needed to identify someone for an organization or a meeting, it would be very helpful,” she said. 

Zuckerberg said that the most innovative feature of the site is that people can search for other students in their classes so that they can branch 
out to form friendships and study groups. 

“If you’re in a class where you don’t vknow anyone and want to ask somebody for help, this is a way to find out the names of people in that 
class,” said thefacebook.com user Roberto C. Acosta ’05.

Zuckerberg said that the extensive search capabilities are restricted by a myriad of privacy options for members who do not want everyone to 
be able to look up their information.

“There are pretty intensive privacy options,” he said. “You can limit who can see your information, if you only want current students to see 
your information, or people in your year, in your house, in your classes. You can limit a search so that only a friend or a friend of a friend can 
look you up. People have very good control over who can see their information.” 
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Zuckerberg said that he hoped the privacy options would help to restore his reputation following student outrage over facemash.com, a 
website he created in the fall semester. 

Using without permission photos from House facebooks, Facemash juxtaposed the pictures of two random Harvard undergraduates and asked 
users to judge their physical attractiveness. The website drew the ire of students and administrators alike, and Zuckerberg shut it down within 
days of the initial launch. 

In addition to the privacy options, Zuckerberg added security features to thefacebook.com that he said will ensure that only the owner of a 
particular Harvard e-mail account can upload information to the website. 

When a person registers to join thefacebook.com, a program checks to make sure that the name of the prospective member matches up with 
the entered e-mail address. Next, a confirmation message is sent to the e-mail account, and the account is finally activated if and when the 
owner of the account clicks on an encrypted link back to thefacebook.com. 

Zuckerberg said that he was also careful to avoid the potential copyright infringement charges that landed him before the Administrative 
Board after the creation of Facemash. 

“Facemash was a joke, it was funny, but at its root it had its problems—not only the idea, but the implementation. It was distributing materials 
that were Harvard’s. I was very careful with [thefacebook.com] to make sure that people don’t upload copyrighted material,” he said. 

Davis said that thefacebook.com is not necessarily in violation of any Harvard rules.

“There’s nothing inherently wrong with a third party site on which students choose to create a personal network,” Davis said. “If there was a 
third party site on which students uploaded course syllabi or videos, that could potentially become a property issue with the University.” 

Zuckerburg said thefacebook.com has no such capabilities and does not violate University rules.

While Zuckerberg promised that thefacebook.com would boast new features by the end of the week, he said that he did not create the website 
with the intention of generating revenue. 

“I’m not going to sell anybody’s e-mail address,” he said. “At one point I thought about making the website so that you could upload a resume 
too, and for a fee companies could search for Harvard job applicants. But I don’t want to touch that. It would make everything more serious 
and less fun.” 

—Staff writer Alan J. Tabak can be reached at tabak@fas.harvard.edu. 
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General Conditions of Purchase 

STREET FAX 
 
SECTION 1 - GENERAL PROVISIONS 

1. Definitions 
The following terms have the meaning specified when used 
herein: 
PURCHASER - Street Fax Inc. 
CONTRACTOR/SELLER - The entity, as agents, employees, 
suppliers, or sub-contractors, furnishing materials, equipment, or 
services hereunder, as identified on Purchase Order. 
CUSTOMER - the entity contracting for construction or other 
services from Purchaser or which the goods and/or services 
provided hereunder are for incorporation into the work or are 
required to facilitate completion of Purchaser's contract with such 
entity. 
PRIME CONTRACT - The contract between Purchaser and 
Customer and all provisions, specifications and drawings 
referenced therein. 

2. Entire Agreement 
The contract between the Purchaser and Seller shall consist of 
and be contingent upon the Seller's acceptance of the Purchase 
Order, the provisions written on the face thereof, all provisions, 
specifications, and drawings referred to therein and these printed 
terms and conditions with appendices. In the event of conflict 
between the provisions written on the face of this Purchase Order 
and those contained in these printed terms and conditions, the 
provisions written on the face of the Purchase Order shall prevail. 
This Purchase Order shall not be modified either orally or by 
failure of either party to enforce their rights hereunder. It is a 
condition of this Purchase Order that provisions printed on or 
otherwise contained in any questions, order acknowledgement, 
shipping document, or other instrument of the seller shall be of 
no force or effect. 

3. Payment Terms 
No insurance or premium charges or price increases will be 
allowed unless authorized by Purchaser in writing. No increase in 
price from that stated on the face hereof will be considered 
throughout the duration of the order. 
The Agreed upon Costs that the Seller and the Buyer have agreed 
upon are as follows: Buyer agrees to pay seller the Sum of $3,000 
at the onset of this contract. The Buyer agrees to pay seller $2,000 
on the due date of the project, and upon completion Buyer agrees 
to pay seller an additional $13,000 US dollars within Thirty days 
of delivery of the Final approved program. Late fees are agreed to 
be a 5% deduction for the seller if project is not completed by 
due date and an additional 1% deduction for each day the project 
is late thereafter. Buyer agrees to pay a 3.5% late fee per month 
on the balance owed the seller and further agrees to pay a 
maximum of $2,000 per month to seller or acknowledge that 
failure to comply will result in the seller having the right to offline 
the site Streetfax.com and remove his program. 
The Agreed upon project due date is May 31, 2003. 

4. Changes 
a) BY PURCHASER - Purchaser agrees that no further 
revision shall be implemented until or unless approved by seller. 
Those revisions shall be transmitted for written approval to seller. 
b) BY SELLER - The Seller agrees that no further revision 
shall be implemented until or unless approved by Street Fax. 
Those revisions shall be transmitted for written approval to the 
Street Fax Purchasing Department. 

5. Purchaser’s Property 
Does not include the price of renting the server, and registering 
VeriSign and SSL. The Buyer agrees to incur these expenses in 
addition to the price of the contract, and will maintain control of 
these services at all times. 
Data, drawings, tooling, patterns, materials, specifications, and 
any other items or information supplied to Seller under this order 
are the property of the Purchaser and must be returned upon 
completion of this order. Such items or information are to be 
used solely in the performance of the work by the seller and shall 
not be used or disclosed for any other purpose whatsoever 
without Purchaser's prior express written consent. 

6. Settlement of Controversies 
In the event that this purchase order is for materials or equipment 
which will be incorporated in the Customer’s work under the 
Prime Contract, and in the case of disputes between the 
Purchaser and the Customer or between the Purchaser and the 
Seller regarding materials or equipment to be furnished by the 
seller, the Seller agrees to be bound to the same extent that the 
Purchaser is bound by the terms of the Prime Contract, and by 
any and all decisions and determinations made thereunder, 
provided that the Seller shall have the right to participate in the 
settlement of any dispute with the customer to the extent that the 
Seller will be affected thereby. 
No interest shall accrue on any payment(s) otherwise due the 
Seller, which is withheld or delayed as a result of any such dispute, 
except to the extent that the Purchaser is ultimately paid interest 
on monies due the Seller. The Seller shall not be held liable if the 
Seller follows instructions of the Purchase and it is later 
determined that the Purchaser's instructions were not in 
compliance with the terms and specifications of the Prime 
Contract. Pending final disposition of a dispute hereunder, the 
Seller shall carry on the work unless otherwise agreed in writing 
by the Purchaser. 
 In all instances the final authority should rest with the final 
Specifications. 

7. Patent Indemnity 
Purchaser hold seller harmless for any infringement sellers work 
may constitute on patents held by any third party that result from 
the direct request for work made by purchaser in this “work made 
for hire” agreement. 
 The Seller hereby agrees to be responsible for all claims against 
the Purchaser of the Customer for alleged infringement of patents 
by reason of the Purchaser's or Customer's possession, use, or 
sale of any materials or equipment furnished hereunder by the 
Seller or by reason of the performance of any work hereunder by 
the Seller. The Seller agrees to defend at its sole expense all suits 
against the Purchaser and/or the Customer and to save and hold 
harmless the Purchaser and the Customer from and against all 
costs, expensed, judgments, and damages of any kind which the 
Purchaser or the Customer may be obliged to pay or incur by 
reason of any such alleged or actual infringement of a patent or 
patents. The Purchaser and the Customer agree to render 
whatever assistance it reasonably can in the way of information 
and access to records for the defense of any such suit. This 
indemnity shall not extend to alleged or actual infringements 
resulting from the Seller's compliance with the Purchaser's or 
Customer's design, instructions, processes, or formulas provided, 
however, that the Seller agrees to be responsible if it is reasonable 
to assume that the Seller should have been aware of a possible 
alleged or actual infringement resulting from the Purchaser's or 
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Customer's design, instructions, processes, or formulas and fails 
to notify the Purchasers of such possibility. 

8. Assignment of Subcontracting 
Neither this order nor any rights, obligations, or monies due 
hereunder are assignable or transferable (as security for advances 
or otherwise) without the Purchaser's prior written consent, and 
except as to purchases of raw materials or standard commercial 
articles or parts, the Seller shall not subcontract any major portion 
of the work encompassed by this order without the Purchaser's 
prior written approval. The Purchaser shall not be required to 
recognize any assignment or subcontract made without its prior 
written consent. 
The buyer accepts that there will be two other subcontractors 
working on this project their work will be accepted provided a 
noncompete and "work made for hire agreement" are in place. 

9. Proprietary Rights 
It is acknowledged that this is a work made for hire agreement 
and that all intellectual property rights or patent rights are that of 
StreetFax Inc. All code in portion or in its complete form remains 
the property of StreetFax Inc. If the items to be supplied 
hereunder have been designed in accordance with specifications 
or data furnished or originated by the Purchaser or its Customer, 
such items shall not be reproduced except with the approval of 
the Purchaser and, as applicable, its Customer and all drawings, 
photographs, data, software, and other written material or 
information supplied in connection therewith shall at all times 
remain the property of the Purchaser or its Customer and be 
returned promptly upon request at the completion, termination or 
cancellation of this order. In the event that StreetFax defaults on 
it payment terms rights would be granted to seller. 

10. Termination 
A. DEFAULT - The Purchaser may terminate this order 

or any part thereof by written notice if the Seller: 
a) fails to make deliveries or to complete performance 

of its obligations hereunder within the time 
specified or in accordance with the agreed 
schedules unless such failure is due to acts of God, 
strike or other causes which are beyond the control 
of the Seller. 

b) Fails to comply with the terms and conditions of 
the purchase order and does not cure such failure 
within a period of ten (10) calendar days after 
written notice thereof. 

c) Makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors 
without prior written consent of the Purchaser, 
becomes insolvent or subject to proceedings under 
any law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, or the 
relief of debtors. 

Should the Purchaser elect to terminate for default, the Purchaser 
may take possession of all or any of the items to be supplied 
hereunder which are in the Seller's possession without regard to 
stage of completion and may complete or cause the work to e 
completed on such items or may manufacture of procure similar 
items. Any additional costs or expense incurred by the Purchaser 
over and above the original purchase price from the Seller plus 
freight costs shall be for the account of the Seller. 
In all events, the Purchaser shall not be or become liable to the 
Seller or any third party claiming through or under the Seller for 
any portion of the price of any items that Purchaser elects not to 
accept following notice of termination for default. 

11. Liens 
The Seller agrees to deliver the items to be supplied hereunder 
free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, and claims of laborers or 
material men and the Purchaser may withhold payment pending 
receipt of evidence in form and substance satisfactory to it of the 
absence of such items, claims and encumbrances. 

12. Governing Law 
This Purchase Order and any material relating thereto shall be 
governed by the laws of the state in which the Purchaser's office 
that issues the order is located. 

13. Recovery of Damages 
If the Seller should recover any damages as a result of antitrust 
violations in any manner due to price fixing on the part of 
another manufacturer or Seller, the Seller shall pay over to the 
Purchaser any ages Purchaser has suffered as a result of the same 
price fixing within a reasonable time after the damages are 
recovered by the Seller. 

14. Notice of Labor Disputes 
a) Whenever the Seller has knowledge that any actual or 

potential labor dispute is delaying or threatens to delay 
the timely performance of this order, the Seller shall 
immediately give notice thereof, including all relevant 
information with respect thereto, to the Purchaser. 

b) The Seller shall insert the substance of this clause 
including this paragraph (b) in any subtier supply 
agreement hereunder as to which a labor dispute may 
delay the timely performance of this order except that 
each such subtier supply agreement shall provide that 
in the event its timely performance is delayed or 
threatened by delay by an actual or potential labor 
dispute, the subtier Seller shall immediately notify its 
next higher tier Seller or Sellers, as the case may be, of 
all relevant information with respect to such dispute. 

15. Indemnity Requirements for Contractors/Seller 
Contractor/Vendor shall defend, indemnify and save Street Fax 
from any and all claims, suits, losses, damages, or expenses, 
whether caused or contributed to by the negligence of Street Fax, 
its agents, or employees, or otherwise, on account of injuries to or 
death of any and all persons whomsoever, including the 
Contractor/Vendor, subcontractors, employees of 
Contractor/Vendor, the subcontractor, and of Street Fax and any 
and all damage to property to whomsoever belonging, including 
property owned by, rented to, or in the care, custody, or control 
of the parties hereto arising or growing out of, or in any manner 
connected with the work performed under this contract, or 
caused or occasioned, in whole or in party by reason of or arising 
during the presence of the person or of the property of 
Contractor/Vendor, subcontractors, their employees, or agents 
upon or in proximity to the property of Street Fax 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, nothing herein contained is to be 
construed as an indemnification against the sole negligence of 
Street Fax. 

16. Publicity 
Seller shall not publish photographs or articles, give press releases 
or make speeches about or otherwise publicize the existence or 
scope of this Purchase Order, or any generalities or details about 
this Purchase Order without first obtaining the written consent of 
Buyer. 

17. Seller’s Disclosure 
Any information relating to the Seller's designs, manufacturing 
processes or manufactured products which the Seller may disclose 
to the Buyer in connection with the performance of the contract 
may be used by the Buyer for any purpose relating to the contract 
and to its performance without liability therefor to the Seller. 

18. General Notes 
Seller shall reference this purchase order number on all 
documents and/or correspondence related to this order. 

The signatures below will execute this contract.
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